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While softwares are developed at unprecedented rates, there is mounting pressure to reinvent the conventional software 
development processes and practices for business agility. The move to service-oriented architectures with the might 
of dependent services has led to growing architectural complexities that make continuous testing a priority. This has 
created a new mindset to achieve shorter delivery cycles with enhanced testing. As QA organizations are using the 
automated testing methodology, there are still tangled infrastructural issues that undermine their productivity.

Integration Testing is reliant on the decoupling of multitier architectures in modern applications given the plethora of 
underlying services and components that still remains a challenge in complex architectures.

There are two key areas and use cases that organizations would need to consider for continuous integration testing:

Packaged Applications
Accelerating test automation for applications like ERP, CRM for packages like Oracle or SAP.

Automating the testing of mobile apps and responsive web design across cross-platform channels 
and devices.

Source: Forrester

Mobile Applications
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Automating your Testing Objectives

THE ART OF CONTINUOUS TESTING

Causal Risk

The objectives have moved from causal cases of risk assessment and functional-specific isolated tests to application 
hotspots that are statistically determined. Forrester puts the number at 80% Functional Test Automation and 20% 
Manual Testing as a rule of thumb that varies by the automation complexity. 

Defect Handling

Tool-dependency 

Adaptive Risk

Simulated Models

SDLC Sensors

Source: Forrester
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A successful CI/CD pipeline would have proper automated tests divided into multiple layers:

Such an orchestration from build to production would result in faster, reliable and cheaper deployments.

The use cases highlighted at the start are also handled efficiently be it:

Aspire uses a best-in-class solution accelerator, Propel™ 
that follows an n-tier architecture model. It has a few design 
decisions made upfront for customization such as tools/
components choices, layer interaction mechanisms, usage of 
design patterns, etc. This helps bring in the best practices in 
design, development and testing.

Aspire Systems has an in-house Propel Q framework that 
brings in a range of capabilities across channels and devices, 
encompassing a gamut of tools like Appium-Ruby, Selenium 
Java, SoapUI and TestComplete. 

Packaged Applications- Customization is built into the application with automated scripts that support packaged 
apps like Oracle for improved business performance.

Mobile Devices & Responsive Design- Propel-M offers a best-of-breed test automation framework for multiple 
browsers and devices.

Unit Testing: Unit tests are performed by developers to ensure there are no unexpected regressions. Jay Fields 
was mentioned by the legendary Martin Fowler in his article on Unit Testing; coining the terms solitary tests and 
sociable tests for the ones that use collaborator isolation and the ones that don’t respectively. A good unit test 
should:

Functional Testing: Modern applications with multi-tier applications require an approach to move from just a 
UI approach to a UI, API & back-end Functional Testing approach. Integrating Functional Testing and any other 
non-functional testing into the CI servers would enable testing to be automatically done with revert failed tests 
sent back immediately to developers for resolution once the code is committed and built.

Performance Testing: Automated performance testing is cutting edge with performance issue resolution 
being critical to a majority of organizations. Fully integrating with CI servers would track performance trends in 
complex scenarios on a build basis with automatic performance test triggers.

o     Be able to be fully automated with control over all the running pieces

o     Run sociably rather than in isolation

o     Bear consistent results and stay trustworthy

ASPIRE’S TEST AUTOMATION ACCELERATORS
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Packaged Applications PROPEL - Q PROPEL - M

Automated ready to use 
scripts 

Ready test scripts for point 
of Sales, Xstore and other 
modules

Automation of customization 
on top of Demandware

Java based test automation 
Framework

3000 lines of reusable code

Plug and play components

Support all types of test 
data 

Customized reporting using 
XML and XSLT

Java based test automation 
Framework for mobile

Support Android, iOS

Single code base supporting 
browsers and devices

Support all types of test data 

Reporting using XML and 
XSLT

Demandware, Oracle Retail

Propel Q is a complete Test Automation framework with plug and play components, that addresses complex 
infrastructure issues with integration testing of composite cross-platform applications thus boosting ROI.

PropelQ is a Test Automation framework that works with any test automation 
tool and helps you leverage your investment on test automation. 

Control File
Define the 
configuration 
and flow in 
which the test 
cases in a suit is 
to be executed

Involve the 
Application
Configure 
Application
Pick Test Cases
Failure Recovery
Generate Report
Send Reports

Execute test script 
using test data file
Verifications
Synchronization
Populate Results
Directing to required 
function library

Test Results & 
Report Files 

Existing manual 
Regression test 
Cases

Test data for each 
test script

Workflow 
Driver

Object 
Repository

Generic 
Function 
Library

Existing
Test Cases Test Data

Test Result Application 
Function 
Library

Application 
Under Test

Driver Script Test Case 
Script
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Putting your Test of Automated Continuity to the Test!

As organizations are building bi-modal capabilities, automation would be imperative to achieve effective rates in 
the agile mode.  Adoption of agile methodologies thrives on enhanced levels of automation to automate beyond the 
UI and leverage on testing frameworks with accelerated, efficient and reliable testing capabilities. With disruptions 
happening in the richness of Customer Experience Management, supporting such diverse experiences across the 
digital landscape would make the automation investment both cost-effective and worthwhile! 

Aspire Systems is a global technology service firm serving as a trusted technology partner for its customers.  
The company works with some of the world’s most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors,  
helping them leverage technology and outsourcing in Aspire’s specific areas of expertise. Aspire System’s services 
include Product Engineering, Enterprise Solutions, Independent Testing Services, Oracle Application Services and  
IT infrastructure & Application Support Services. The company currently has over 1,400 employees and over  
100 customers globally. The company has a growing presence in the US, UK, Middle East and Europe. For the sixth 
time in a row, Aspire has been selected as one of India’s “Best Companies to Work For” by the the Great Place to Work® 
Institute, in partnership with The Economic Times.

NORTH AMERICA | UK | SINGAPORE  | BENELUX | NORDIC | MIDDLE EAST | INDIA 
+91 - 044 - 67404000, +1 - 630 - 368 - 0970, +44 - 203 170 6115, +65 31633050

For more info contact 
info@aspiresys.com or visit www.aspiresys.com
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